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Perpetua’s Passions: A Brief Introduction 

Passio Perpetuae et Felicitatis is one of the most interesting documents of Roman imperial times. No

other single text can convey as vivid an impression of the impact of an imperial persecution upon the

individual, from arrest, to courtroom, to prison, to execution in the amphitheatre. The text also

provides wonderful material on the dreams of the martyrs and their expectations and fears of death

and the afterlife. This introductory chapter �rst examines various aspects of the text, such as its

authorship and manuscript tradition, in order to gain a better understanding of its various aspects and

thus improve our understanding of the text as a whole. It then draws attention to ways we can ‘think

with’ this text. How should we approach this text? What can it mean to us today in a time of

persecutions and martyrdoms? The text in its original and translated version is also provided at the

end of the chapter.

One of the most interesting documents of Roman imperial times is the Passio Perpetuae et Felicitatis.  ‘This

extraordinary and moving text preserves at its heart the �rst preserved autobiographical account written by

an ancient woman. No other single text can convey as vivid an impression of the impact of an imperial

persecution upon the individual, from arrest, to courtroom, to prison, to execution in the amphitheatre.

This text also provides wonderful material on the dreams of the martyrs and their expectations and fears of

death and the afterlife.’  It is hard to disagree with this recent assessment. Yet the text has received

relatively little attention outside the world of students of early Christianity and those interested in the

position of women in antiquity.  It is the aim of this volume to remedy this situation and to focus on this

document in two di�erent, if sometimes overlapping, ways. The �rst part of the Introduction will study

various aspects of the document, such as its authorship and manuscript tradition, in order to gain a better

understanding of its various aspects and thus improve our understanding of the text as a whole. The second

part will draw attention to ways we can ‘think with’ this text. How should we approach this text? What can it

mean to us today in a time of persecutions and martyrdoms? In this brief introduction we would like to
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introduce the reader to the base facts about this document but also to some of the ways the document has

been used and approached in later times.

1. Date, Place, Title, Texts, Composition, and Genrep. 2

On 7 March 203 a small group of Christians was executed in the amphitheatre of Carthage.  The year is

attested only relatively late,  but it cannot be far wrong, as the date of the martyrdom is given as the

‘birthday of Geta Caesar’ (Passio 7.9), the son of the ruling emperor Septimius Severus, which was indeed 7

March or close to that date.  Within a decade an account of the execution was written, as is clear from the

mention of Geta, whose memory was assiduously eradicated everywhere in the empire after his death at the

end of 211.  A study of the Latin prose rhythm of the Passio points to the same period.
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Although the account is nowadays known as the Passion of Perpetua and Felicitas, this was not its original

title. The older manuscripts mostly lack the beginning and/or the title, but the Codex Einsidlensis 250 (c. XII)

has the title Passio sanctorum Revocati Saturni Perpetuae et Felicitatis and a lost codex Laureshamensis bore the

title Passio sancti Saturnini et sancti Saturis, Felicitatis et Perpetuae. In these titles it is the male rather than the

female martyrs that come to the fore.  The modern title was introduced by one of the more eminent scholars

and book collectors of the seventeenth century, Lucas Holstenius (1596–1661), who was also librarian of the

Vatican.  He had discovered the Passio in the library of the Benedictine Monastery of Monte Cassino,

but it was published only after his death, in 1663.  The next year, the French scholar Henri de Valois

(Valesius: 1603–76), republished the edition, but also added an abbreviated version, the so-called Acta, to

which we will return shortly.  This version had been widely known in the Middle Ages, and many of its

manuscripts carry the title Passio SS. Perpetuae et Felicitatis or put the two female martyrs ahead of the other

members of Perpetua’s group.  That is undoubtedly why our Passio has received its current title. In the

course of the following centuries more manuscripts were discovered, but it would last until 1936 before the

Dutch scholar van Beek published the �rst critical edition of the Passio and the Acta,  and this edition is the

basis of the working text of the Passio presented in this volume.
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In 1889, however, it became clear that the textual tradition of Perpetua was more complicated than hitherto

suspected, when a Greek translation was discovered in the library of the Convent of the Holy Sepulchre in

Jerusalem. Its discoverer, J. Rendel Harris (1852–1941), claimed that it was the original version and that the

Latin translation was made half a century later.  Although some prominent scholars have still supported

the Greek priority in recent decades,  it was noted virtually immediately that this could not be correct,

and the most recent edition accepts the priority of the Latin version.  This does not mean that the exact

position of the Greek translation in the textual tradition is crystal clear. Its (better) preservation of both

the place of origin of Perpetua, Thuburbo Minus (Passio 2.1), and the name of the deceased pro-consul

Minicius Opimianus,  the predecessor of the procurator Hilarianus (6.3),  suggests that it goes back to a

rather early stage in the transmission of the original Latin text, certainly before the extant Latin version.

The translation may well date from shortly after AD 260, since, like the shorter Latin Acta (below), it locates

the martyrdom during the consulate of Valerian and Gallienus (1), and the persecutions under Valerian seem

to have stimulated an extraordinary interest in Perpetua.  Moreover, the translator skillfully replaced less

technical Latin terms in the description of Perpetua’s �ght against the Egyptian, with the correct Greek

ones. As Robert has convincingly argued, the description re�ects a recent performance of the Pythian Games

in Carthage,  probably in the winter of 202–3,  but such expertise regarding the games is hardly to be

expected in Byzantine times when they had been abolished. We also know that Cyprian (Ep. 75)

corresponded with Bishop Firmilianus of Caesarea in Cappadocia and that the proceedings of the Council in

Carthage of 256 may well have been translated into Greek around that time.  Although this demonstrates

contacts between Carthage and Greek speaking Asia Minor, this is as far as we can go at the present

moment.
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In addition to the Passio, there is the already mentioned shorter Latin version, which, unlike the Passio,

contains a report of the interrogation of Perpetua and her group, but pays much less attention to the visions

of Perpetua. The Acta were very popular in the Middle Ages, as is demonstrated by the large number of

sometimes rather early manuscripts. Modern scholars distinguish two versions of the Acta, which van Beek

calls A and B, but Amat calls I and II,  of which version B/II is more laconic and therefore sometimes

thought to be older, although its more abbreviated and hagiographic form hardly warrants that

conclusion.  Until the year 2007, all references to Perpetua and Felicitas in sermons attributed to Augustine

and Quodvultdeus referred to the Passio, not the Acta, which was seen as a sign that the Acta were hardly

earlier than the �fth century.  The 2007 discovery of a twelfth-century manuscript with a corpus of

sermons ascribed to Augustine, amongst which there was a fuller version of the already known Sermon 282

on Perpetua and Felicitas, changed this picture.  In the sermon we twice �nd an expression from version II

(Amat = B van Beek) of the Acta. As these expressions do not occur in the rest of known classical Latin

literature,  the corollary must be that Augustine almost certainly knew a version of the Acta. It is clear that

the new discovery will stimulate debates about the relationship between the Passio and the Acta, as can also

be seen in this volume.  It would be too early, though, to try to resolve this debate here.

26
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Let us now return to the Passio. Its popularity somewhat overshadows the fact that it is a rather strange text,

as it combines three di�erent authorial voices.  There is the general editor, who wrote the introduction and

narrates the presentation of Perpetua and her group (Passio 1–2), the death of Secundulus (14), the

pregnancy of Felicitas (15), the execution (16–21), and the conclusion (21.11). He was not Tertullian, as has

often been suggested,  but he was certainly closely connected to Tertullian, and shared many of his views,

as the contributions of den Boeft (Chapter VIII) and Ameling (Chapter III) in this volume show.  The second

author is Perpetua herself, who evidently kept a diary in prison, in which she recorded her experiences and

visions since her arrest.  This may surprise the modern reader, but letters from imprisoned Christians are

well attested since the letters of Paul and Ignatius; and Saturus, the third author,  also wrote his own

account of his vision (11.1: ipse conscripsit).  After the transfer of the group from the dark and hot (3.5-6)

municipal prison to a military prison (7.9), probably in the centre of Carthage,  the director of the prison,

the optio Pudens,  began to ‘honour’ (magni�care) them and to allow visitors (9.1). It seems reasonable,

therefore, to assume that both Perpetua and Saturus either started or continued their writings within this

prison which, given the circumstances, cannot have been too uncomfortable. Yet though Perpetua’s diary

seems basically authentic, the editor did somewhat edit her text.  In the end we cannot be wholly sure to

what extent we have access to the ipsissima verba of this remarkable young woman.
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Unfortunately, many modern students of Perpetua do not look any further than the well-known collection

of martyrs’ acts by Musurillo with its translations.  Yet this collection is not only unreliable and

incomplete,  but it also suggests a unity that originally was not there. The genre of the martyrs’ acts only

gradually developed over time,  and the name Acta Martyrum is a modern invention, which was �rst used in

the sixteenth century for Protestant martyrs.  Yet quite a few martyrs’ acts go back to actual court reports,

the so-called acta, which have given their name to the genre.  Its heart was the interrogation of the

martyr, which culminated in his or her confession Christianus(a) sum, ‘I am a Christian’.  These reports

were evidently available for inspection, as several instances show.  The accessibility of earlier proceedings

is also illustrated by Bishop Dionysius of Alexandria, who, after he had been accused of, presumably, less

than the required endurance during the persecution of Valerian, issued a letter about his court hearing, in

which he supplied a number of, presumably, verbatim quotations from the o�cial recording of the

interrogation (Eus. Hist. Eccl. 7.11.3-11). The early Christians read these reports in their church services

before the sermon in order to edify the faithful,  and that is why a number of them, such as the Passion of

Perpetua, have been preserved.
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2. The Textuality and Literariness of the Passion of Perpetua

Although the Passion of Perpetua thus owes its preservation to its use in liturgical contexts and is an

important, if often neglected, source for the social and religious history of the Roman Empire and Early

Christianity, this volume also aims to shed light on the Passion’s textuality and literariness. These qualities

have been too often neglected or simply seen as functions of the text’s doctrinal, religious, and historical

aspects (a separate and larger question is how and to what extent genuinely literary analysis may be

interconnected with historical studies in general). Indeed, this volume could be said to have two souls: a

historical one and a literary one. In this second part of the introduction, we �rst raise questions concerning

the nature of this collection of papers, and then turn to some important implications of engaging in a

literary interpretation of the Passion.

Our volume is not intended to belong to the genre that the community of scholars normally calls a

‘companion’. Within classical studies, this editorial practice usually is inspired by the perceived necessity of

o�ering a mise au point on a certain author, work, or period. This occurs typically when an author, work,

or period have been very much at the centre of scholarly attention and there is such an abundance of critical

contributions that it becomes necessary to sum up the status quaestionis to make order among di�erent

tendencies and to indicate possible new approaches. Take, for example, the well-known series of Oxford,

Cambridge, Brill, or Blackwell companions, which bear titles such as The Companion to the Age of Augustus,

Companion to Ovid, or A Companion to Vergil’s Aeneid and its Tradition. In short, a companion is generally felt

to be needed when the study of an author, a text, or a period becomes canonical in a given �eld, and a

general summary and overview is felt necessary. Although the Passio has certainly enjoyed a good deal of

interest even among scholars whose research is not devoted speci�cally to the study of early Christianity, a

companion would not, in our opinion, be the right instrument to present this text.

p. 8

There is another reason why this book cannot be de�ned as a companion. Most of the authors of the

eighteen chapters have never previously published on this particular text or, in many cases, not even on

related issues. They have been deliberately asked by the editors to take the challenge of confronting the

Passio and o�er their own interpretations using methodologies and critical tools from their own disciplinary

areas. In other words, not only is the text selected not a canonical one, but the authors of the essays

contained in this volume are for the most part not the people a reader well informed on scholarship about

Perpetua might expect to �nd.

This book, then, does not aim to o�er a comprehensive critical assessment on a long studied topic, but

rather to present a text that in our opinion contains several extraordinary aspects and therefore deserves

attention not just among scholars of early Christianity but also of literature and cultural studies more

generally. Hence this volume is something of an experiment, and it arguably follows the logic opposite to

that of a ‘companion’: it does not assert common views but rather challenges them, by eliciting a revision of

current methodologies, especially within Latin studies. In fact the debate on this text, not just the debate

presented in this volume but also in several earlier studies, seems to invoke a new way of reading not just

this particular text but perhaps also its broader context, that is, Latin literature. In our opinion, the Passio,

for its radical originality, could represent a sort of laboratory for new methods of reading. By challenging

the usually taken approaches by classicists, by expanding the canon of Latin texts, relativizing and possibly

subverting it, and �nally by providing the opportunity to ask fundamental questions about the reading of

ancient texts and more generally about the function of literature itself and its link to life.

While the discussion of canonical classical authors and texts normally does not raise the rather radical

question as to why one has undertaken their study, approaching a text like our Passio signals per se a

deliberate choice. The problem of approaching a non-canonical text becomes central and informs all

kinds of analyses. While studying Herodotus or Euripides, Cicero or even Statius, classical scholars do not

p. 9
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need to justify why they are doing so, but things are di�erent when one approaches a text that does not

belong to this canon. Readers and critics expect that at the beginning the author of the study will declare

why this text is worthy of attention. This point is far from secondary, since it in�uences the perception and

reception of the text itself. The Passio has of course been studied mostly in relation to its early Christian

context. Particular attention has been traditionally devoted on the one hand to its doctrinal core, including

the possible Montanist elements, on the other to the problem of language (Greek or Latin) and authorship

(either the one-author thesis, that is, the so called redactor actually composed the whole work, including

Perpetua’s and Saturus’ portions, or the three-authors thesis, that is, we believe in what is said in the text).

One of the aims of this volume is to open this exceptional and relatively understudied text to a more

genuinely literary investigation by connecting it to the ancient spazio letterario and at the same time aiming

to �nd the place this text deserves within the broader context of western literature in general. Readers of the

Passio, who are familiar with past studies might acknowledge that they are sometimes marked by a certain

tension towards literary theory. Yet the actual text of the Passio lends itself to a deeper analysis of its literary

structures. This volume intends to develop what is already present in nuce in a number of studies of the

Passio. Moreover, the perspective applied in this collection is in harmony with the most recent trends in the

studies of early Christian literature, which take on approaches deriving from postmodern theory and

hermeneutical questions in order to read early Christian texts in new and di�erent ways. Frances Young, for

instance, by emphasizing textuality in itself rather than the text as source, puts under scrutiny a set of

historical questions traditionally raised by past scholarship, related to the reconstruction of the religio-

cultural milieu, the discussion of authenticity, authorship and date, or historicity.  Elizabeth Clark puts it

incisively: ‘Christian writings from late antiquity should be read �rst and foremost as literary productions

before they are read as sources of social data’.

49

50

Out of the quite vast bibliography, we will brie�y make reference to some studies that can be considered

landmarks for this kind of approach, such as those by Erich Auerbach (1892–1957), Marie Louise von Franz

(1915–98), Peter Dronke, Brent Shaw, and Mieke Bal. In his Literary Language and its Public in Late Latin

Antiquity and in the Middle Ages, Auerbach was the �rst to point out the tragic stature of the protagonist of

the Passio as well as the peculiar style of the text, which oscillates between sermo humilis and sublime.  A

couple of years before Auerbach, in the early �fties, the Jungian psychoanalyst von Franz o�ered an

archetypical reading of the four dreams described in the report by Perpetua.  Although her conclusions

have been the object of critical discussions, raised in particular by philologists and historians, von Franz’

study has the merit of having shed light on the very deep roots of Perpetua’s imagery and visions, also

beyond the Christian and classical background. In the eighties, the Cambridge mediaevalist Peter Dronke

connected Perpetua to a much larger tradition, namely that of female authors. In his seminal study the

Passio appears as the �rst in a long line of female-authored works that have their own textual

characteristics and stylistic marks.  About ten years later, the ancient historian Brent Shaw published an

important article in a prominent historical journal, where stress is put on the uniqueness of the Passio and

its incommensurability with classical rhetoric in any other ancient work; in fact, such a tight link to real life

is hardly to be found in other ancient texts.  And �nally feminist narratologist Mieke Bal published a study,

also in the early nineties, bearing the perfect title ‘Perpetual Contest’, which emphasizes in a very

sophisticated way the internal formal struggles of the text which make it impossible for the narration to

take place.

p. 10
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Many contributions collected in the volume are intended to follow the path opened by these studies by

investigating the Passio as a highly literary work, even if it does not easily �t any classi�cation established

according to classical canons. Moreover, as has already been said above, most of the chapters are written by

non-specialists, that is, classical scholars who have not previously written on a Christian or non-classical

text, and scholars of modern literatures. In our view this represents the most innovative aspect of the

project, since the inclusion of scholars of other disciplines responds to the variety of approaches the text
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itself evokes, but also raises problems around the legitimacy of applying methodologies that are normally

seen as extraneous or unrelated to the analysis of an ancient text.  In presenting other possible ways of

approaching and interpreting the Passio we intend also to put under scrutiny traditional readings of ancient

literature. Classical philology represents a highly canonized area of study, not just in terms of the texts

studied, but also in terms of methodologies, which tend to favour a certain concept of literature, mostly

canonical itself. In the case of the Passio, for instance, scholars have been puzzled, since they cannot a priori

reconcile the surprising quality of this text with the di�erent standards in classical literatures.  The genre

of the acta martyrum or passiones, to which the Passio has traditionally been assigned, has never been

considered worthy of literary attention. Such texts have been classi�ed as Kleinliteratur, a German term

rather di�cult to translate into another language but which indicates a literary production of second rank

or minor value, written not necessarily for an educated readership.

p. 11 56

57

In fact, from a certain perspective one might argue that the Passio is something like a photo negative of

Latin studies, since it contains in nuce what Latin literature is generally not, in particular regarding genre

and gender. Genre has su�ered from many prejudices, since texts like the Passio have been considered

rather uninteresting from a literary perspective because of their being too much linked to real life.

Moreover, as has been argued, the Latin language represents an overwhelmingly masculine culture, which

does not leave space for female-authored texts to be fully recognized.  The Passio seems to raise all these

problems concerning both the status of the text within the general context of Latin literature and the

methodologies most applicable to its interpretation. Above all, just as Perpetua shows herself to be

‘unruly’,  the Passio seems to rebel against the manner in which scholars, especially classical scholars,

attempt to domesticate it.  Here one might consider what we observed on the transmission of the text: it

has been marked by serious doubts about the language and the authorship. Due to the scant external

testimonies these questions are destined to remain unanswered, although most scholars today are inclined

to consider the Latin version the original and to apply the three-authors thesis. Nonetheless, this text

continues to puzzle but also to fascinate its readers: in its ambiguity and nebulosity it seems to elude

philology by claiming a unique literary authority. Even the fact that this text is almost always perceived as

‘late antique’—even though it belongs to the middle Roman Empire and its cultural context appears

typically Roman, as many chapters in this volume clearly argue—seems to be a sort of deferral. Classicists,

perhaps enacting the characteristic homophily of their discipline, that is, the intrinsic di�culty in

perceiving texts, problems, and methods outside of current trends in their discipline,  in principle tend not

to fraternize with this text, which systematically confutes their critical tools and methodologies. Here a

distinction has to be made between di�erent traditions: while within Anglo-Saxon academia a certain

normativity and canonicity in curricula and reading lists are practised, in terms of the range of texts studied

in Europe, especially in Italy, France, and Spain, curricula tend to be less canonical, and teachers often invite

their students to investigate so called ‘minor’ authors. Not only is the Passio usually absent from reading

lists, but it is rarely taken into consideration in discussions of the few female authors of Latin literature,

such as Sulpicia. Surprisingly, even feminist classicists, programmatically friends of marginal texts and

authors, do not pay attention to Perpetua as a Roman author, classifying her rather under the less canonical

label of ‘Christian’ or ‘late antique’ literature.

58
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p. 12

61

The essays collected in this volume have been divided into three groups: ‘The Martyr and her Gender’,

‘Authority and Testimony’, and ‘The Text, the Canon, and the Margins’, although the editors are aware that

there are other, and perhaps more subtle, ways of distributing the essays. It goes without saying that it is

almost impossible to avoid repetitions since all the contributors are dealing with one single and very short

text. In presenting this assemblage, though, the editors’ major aim has been to avoid a more super�cial

division between studies concerned with socio-historical and religious matters and those dealing with

theoretical and literary issues, and at the same time to equally distribute contributions that deal grosso modo

with the following main themes: (auto)biography, testimony, and reception. This does not mean that
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Notes

(auto)biography, testimony, and reception are treated separately in the chapters, but rather that they are

intertwined and strongly interrelated in each of them.62

Another way of tracing a path through the chapters is to follow three themes present in the Passio itself:

writing, the body, and death.  These are perfectly interrelated within the complex textual structure of the

Passio, which is established by the alternation of authors (the redactor, Perpetua, Saturus, and the redactor

again) and the alternation of narrative levels. Particularly intricate, for instance, is the back-and-forth

between dreaming and being awake within Perpetua’s narration. In fact, the dreams or visions are at the

same time written documents (since they are known only through the written report made by the martyr),

careful descriptions of the body as a medium of communication (consider the transformation of Perpetua’s

body into a male one), and pre�gurations of the �nal death.  All these three elements are equally present in

the narrative, both in the redactor’s portion and in the reports or diaries of Perpetua and Saturus, although

they are di�erently used or described. The redactor’s writing belongs to a certain speech genre, that of

martyrology or panegyric, while Perpetua’s writing is writing of the self, a genre that is basically absent

from ancient literature. The body is a fundamental element of the narration: Perpetua’s story, but also her

father’s and Felicitas’, is the story of her body, marked by her gender and di�erently described whether

Perpetua herself or the redactor speaks. And writing and body are both connected to the inevitable ending,

the death of the martyrs, which can already be deduced from the title Passio. Death is always and everywhere

present; it gives structure to the text, which can be read as a progressive subversion of social rules, of reality

and dream, of gender, and �nally of writing itself. The Passio represents an Urtext, an originary tale where

life, writing, and death merge and where the reader can no longer distinguish life from mimesis.

63

p. 13

64
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Jan Bremmer is responsible for the first part of the Introduction and Marco Formisano for the second part, but both
authors have commented on each otherʼs contributions and take responsibility for the whole.
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